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The National Trend: Employers and Workers Are Prioritizing TransitAccessible Offices
Transportation has historically driven development, as cities blossomed in locations with proximity to water and rails. The shift in our
nation’s economy from manufacturing to services and information/technology has freed many workers to live in physically and
socially desirable locations, upending the model of workers following jobs. It has become common for firms to locate wherever skilled
workers prefer to reside, leading to a clustering of highly educated talent into a limited number of markets. However, most people still
commute to work on most days, and the postWorld War II trend of singleoccupant, private automobiles traveling from dispersed
suburban locations is evolving. Public transit creates value for employees, employers, developers and asset owners by making a
larger number of workplaces more accessible to a greater number of workers.
Demographic shifts – including the aging of baby boomers and a demonstrated preference by millennials to live in urban settings
without owning cars – are characterized by increased demand for walkable neighborhoods. Thus, many workers and employers have
come to favor mixeduse, 24hour neighborhoods with proximity to transit. Workers are attracted to the neighborhood amenities and
easy access to public transit for commuting. Employers, particularly in the highgrowth knowledgebased industries, recognize that
increased productivity is a benefit of public transportation. Further, proximity to transit – often coupled with subsidized fares – is an
important tool to attract and retain top talent. According to the American Public Transportation Association, 79% of riders of public
transportation are within the peak working age range of 25 to 54, 51% have a bachelor’s degree or more, 65% have a driver’s license
and 23% are millennials (even though they constitute only 17% of the U.S. population). Demand for transitaccessible development is
reflected in the welldocumented rent and sale premiums commanded by commercial (12%15% rent premium) and residential
(5%20% rent premium) projects that are located at or near transit.
Although transitaccessibility is a growing priority, there remain gaps in connectivity. As shown in the adjacent graphic, more than
75% of all jobs in the nation’s 100 largest metropolitan areas are located in neighborhoods with transit service, but the typical job is
connected to only 27% of the workforce by transit (in 90 minutes or less). In short, many jobs are near transit stations, but many
homes are not. There are regional differences – in the West and Northeast, 87% and 81% of jobs are located in neighborhoods with
transit, but the comparable figures are only 70% in the Midwest and 67% in the South. For jobs located in cities, the transit coverage
rate is above 90% for all regions, but it declines precipitously for suburban jobs.
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Research
autonomous vehicles has the potential to detract from the value of transit, autonomous vehicles may become the preferred modality
for firstmile connection to major transit hubs – reinforcing the worth of transit and of transitoriented development.
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